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A LEGEND TO SLAUGHTER FORA TRUTH TO DIE FOR...Multi-award-winning author Ken Fry
takes readers to the ancient scene of Christ's greatest miracle, to medieval Spain, and back to
modern-day Europe. The Lazarus Succession is a modern-day thriller with a spellbinding
ancient mystery. For readers of James Rollins and Dan Brown."... with his excellent grasp of the
written word he leads us to accept the surreal as perfectly normal and possible. The writing is
excellent, the book is a treasure in itself and I would love to award this six stars." --Lucinda E
Clarke for READER'S FAVORITEVoted BEST INDIE BOOK 2017 (Read Free.ly)2017 New Apple
Book Awards Solo Medalist Winner - eBook Suspense Thriller2017 New Apple Summer eBook
Awards - Official Selection in Historical Fiction2017 IAN Book of the Year Awards WINNER in
Christian/Religious
Fiction_____________________________________________________ON TO THE
STORY...According to legend, Annas Zevi, an artist who witnessed the raising of Lazarus, was
told by Christ to paint what he saw. Since then, a sacred line of artists had been chosen in an
unbroken succession.Each one painting a depiction of the miracle.Each work vanishing until the
next successor is appointed.They were rumoured to be sacred icons with miraculous
powers.International Art Recovery Experts Broderick Ladro and Ulla Stuart are hired by a
disgraced High Court judge, Sir Maxwell Throgmorton, to locate a long lost medieval painting by
Spanish artist Francisco Cortez. Like Zevi, his work is said to be divinely inspired.Throgmorton's
client, a wealthy Spanish Condesa, is terminally ill and the icon is her last hope. She will pay and
do whatever it takes to find the missing work of Cortez.Unbeknown to the Condesa,
Throgmorton seeks to make a vast personal fortune from the discovery of the painting and use it
to reclaim his place in society.Brodie and Ulla learns of Throgmorton's deceit and attempts to
thwart his plans. As they delve deeper into the mystery of the missing Cortez painting, they
discover a secret that changes their lives forever.Just as it changed the lives of everyone it
touched across the centuries. Praise for The Lazarus Succession  "In many ways, Fry's book is
superior to those featuring Robert Langdon. It is faster, sexier and more grown-up, for a start.
The plot is intricate, the pace masterful...""The Lazarus Succession delivers the religious
conspiracy and intricate mystery facets of Dan Brown with a careful weaving of Biblical events -
with conspiratorial agents, both modern and ancient, in a clue-filled supernatural mystery
thriller.""The supernatural elements, and their effect on the characters, are pure genius. Even an
old cynic like me was entranced."BOOKS BY KEN FRY:BESTSELLING NOVELSThe Keeper’s
CupThe Patmos Enigma: Quest of the Wandering JewThe Lazarus SuccessionTHE LAZARUS
MYSTERIES (Duology)The Lazarus SuccessionThe Lazarus ContinuumThe Lazarus Mysteries:
Omnibus CollectionLa Sucesión LazaroTHE LADY CRUSADER SERIES (Complete Trilogy)The
Chronicles of Aveline: AwakeningThe Chronicles of Aveline: Love and BloodThe Chronicles of
Aveline: The Final SacrificeSUSPENSE THRILLERS (Standalone Novels)Shakyamuni’s
PearlRED GROUND: The Forgotten ConflictThe Brodsky AffairSuicide SeedsBITE-SIZED
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Reviewed by Lucinda E Clarke for Readers' Favoritereadersfavorite.com/book-review/the-
lazarus-succession"I thoroughly enjoyed The Lazarus Succession by Ken Fry. The pace was just
right, the characters believable despite the mysticism towards the end of the book, and the
excitement continued throughout. Brodie and Ulla are not superheroes, although much smarter
than average. However, Ulla does not hesitate to shoot when she has the chance. Set mostly in
Spain, the book describes the landscape beautifully, along with the history of its religious orders
and treasures. Although similar in many ways to the books by Dan Brown, I enjoyed it more. It
was both sophisticated yet down to earth, despite Brodie's visions. At no point does the author
over dramatize the story, but with his excellent grasp of the written word he leads us to accept
the surreal as perfectly normal and possible. The writing is excellent, the book is a treasure in
itself and I would love to award this six stars." "...the supernatural elements, and their effect on
the characters, are pure genius. Even an old cynic like me was entranced." "This is polished
fiction of the highest calibre..." "...an excellent novel with many twists and turns, the pacing is
perfection, the characters are wonderful and the ending couldn't be better..." "Intercut with the
modern action of the novel, we also follow the 15th-century life of the painting's creator, a
humble and devout young man whose great talent and spiritual visions catch the eye of a
clandestine religious order whose history spans the ages. Fry makes these passages glow with
a patina of antiquity, yet keeps them compelling as well." "He writes a masterful prose, strong
and emotional, without ever becoming cheesy or melodramatic." "A thriller with devious crooks,
imperfect heroes and just to make it even more 'can't put it down,' Spanish catholic
mysticism."From the AuthorWARNING: While The Lazarus Succession has strong religious
themes, it is a thriller with villains who curse and behave inappropriately. People are murdered in
this book, so there may be blood and scenes that may offend the faint-hearted. It is a modern-
day thriller wrapped in a medieval mystery, but in-tune with reality where even good people cuss
and commit sin.For all my readers who have asked, and requested... the sequel is now
available.Join my Circle of Readers for updates.vr2.verticalresponse.com/s/
circleofreadersThank you for reading my books. About the AuthorBestselling and award winning
author, Ken Fry, holds a university Master's Degree in Literature and has extensively traveled
around the world. The places and events are reflected in his stories and most of his tales are
based on his own experiences. He was a former publisher before deciding to retire and devote
his full time to writing. He now lives in the UK and shares his home with 'Dickens' his Shetland
Sheepdog. Fry has published 8 suspense thrillers to date: Disjointed Tales, The Patmos Enigma,
Red Ground, The Lazarus Succession, Suicide Seeds, The Brodsky Affair, and 2 short stories,



Check Mate and Is That You, Jim? Join Ken Fry's Circle of Readers and get free books and
discounts: booksbykenfry.com Connect on Twitter: @kenfry10 --This text refers to the paperback
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KEN FRYTHE LAZARUS SUCCESSIONCopyright © 2015 by KEN FRYSecond EditionAll rights
reserved. This book or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner
whatsoever, without the express written permission of the author, except for the use of brief
quotations in a book review.This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places,
events and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious
manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely
coincidental.Join Ken Fry’s Circle of Readers and Get Free eBooksFirst Edition, March
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JerusalemThe Tomb of LazarusThe crowd pressed in tight behind me, so much so that I could
not turn around. The pressure of the people pushing and jostling, trying to see, caused
consternation and anger amongst those caught hard in the middle of the pack. I was fortunate to
be in the front rank.They had come to see the man called Jesus. It was said he was a magician,
a holy man, a prophet. I’ve heard stories, but whatever he was, it was known that he had
performed astounding acts; like curing lepers and causing the blind to see.His followers had
linked arms and formed a ring, preventing the crowd from overwhelming him.Rumour had it that
a friend of his, named Lazarus, had died four days ago, and was now entombed behind the large
stone in front of the cave. His friends and relatives were sobbing and talking to Jesus; some
looked sad, others sounded angry. The man, this Jesus, asked for the stone to be rolled away. It



was, and he walked to the entrance.He muttered words we couldn’t hear, but then after only a
few seconds, his voice broke the stillness and thundered, “Lazarus, come on out!”And we all
understood what this Jesus did.It was hard to believe, but from out of the darkness of the cave,
Lazarus, still draped in winding bandages, walked out into the light and knelt before Jesus.Like
the crowd around me, I was astonished. No ordinary man could do this. Surely it was an act of
God. As an artist, I knew I had to capture this event. It was the most unbelievable thing I had ever
seen.Lazarus had stepped out of the bandages, and for a reason I cannot explain, I knew I had
to collect them up. I moved forward to gather what I could. One of his men tried to stop me. But
this man, Jesus, prevented them.“Let him,” he said in a clear voice. Then, he stared at me in a
way that I have never been looked at before.His eyes shone with such brilliance. I was transfixed.
I knew then he knew everything about me; who I was, what I did, all my aspirations, hopes and
failures.He spoke. “Annas Zevi, you are blessed. You shall paint what you have witnessed today
and it will radiate a power for all those who truly choose to see it.”Well, I don’t know why, but I fell
to my knees and closed my eyes as he placed his hand on me.To this day, and that was twenty-
one years ago, I remember his words.“Others, through its power, will all be superseded until the
end of days.”I couldn’t understand what he meant, but when I arose, he had gone, and with him
all the people. I was left alone with the burial trappings of the man, Lazarus.That day, I rushed
home determined to start painting what I witnessed. One week later, it was finished. It didn’t feel
like I was painting it. I was guided. Don’t ask how, I can’t tell you. But I knew it possessed power
of some sort. I was determined to preserve it. Wrapping it in the bandages from Lazarus’s body, I
hid it away in a secret place.I wept, as I swore never to paint another picture again.CHAPTER
1Bodega de Vinos UniversalCafayate, ArgentinaThree years ago…The 4x4 jeep, unlocked and
bearing false number plates, the key still in the ignition, was parked off track amongst thick
bushes and undergrowth. It stood ready for a fast exit.He checked his watch. Two-thirty.Above, a
spectral moon spread a pale light around the area, revealing their objective as a murky
silhouette.“You okay there?” asked Brodie.“Fine,” replied Ulla. “You got
everything?”“Affirmative.”“Hoods and gloves.”“Okay, let’s go.”He watched her pull on the black
balaclava, masking her chiselled features. He leant forward and pulled down the corner that had
snagged on the rope she had around her shoulders. She nodded. He made one last check on
his equipment, ensuring there were no mistakes or omissions. There were none. Everything in
their backpacks was secure and in its place; wire-cutters, flashlight, small crowbar, knives,
handcuffs, more rope and finally the item he hoped not to use, a suppressed Glock 19 pistol that
Ulla had insisted on bringing in case the going got tough.He pointed in the direction of the large,
concrete, block-like structure that stood on the summit of a small hill. It overlooked endless rows
of symmetrically planted vines that stretched out and down to the area they were now beginning
to move through.Broderick Ladro didn’t doubt his research. He was seldom wrong. Research
was what he did for a living. The concrete structure was the home of Bernhardt Higuera. He was
the only known living relative; the son of the deceased Aldric Vogel, a former Nazi SS
Commandant who had fled the Allies in 1945 following the defeat of the Third Reich. Vogel, had



changed his name to Pedro Higuera, but had been tracked down to Argentina where he had
established a successful wine producing business, employing considerable numbers of locals. It
was for this reason that attempts by the Allies at extradition had been blocked by the
Argentinean authorities. They wanted him for his involvement with the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter
Rosenberg or ERR as it was known. The ERR looted, and logged with careful precision, every
valuable piece of art they could find across Europe. Vogel had made a mistake. He gunned down
a prominent French art historian and his aide for standing in his way, when they attempted to
stop him from removing various masterpieces. The murders were witnessed by several people
and recorded. Aldric Vogel guessed what his fate would be if captured. In 1945, he fled, taking
with him every valuable artefact and artwork he possessed. A brain tumour forty years ago
denied the hangman his prize.It wasn’t Vogel’s son that Brodie was after; it was what he had in
his home. Ulla had gleaned from her research into the Einsatzstab’s meticulous archives that
there would be more in there than the two icons their commission requested. One was Greek, a
rare eleventh century work depicted as Christ’s Sermon on the Mount. The other was Russian,
twelfth century, described as Mary, Our Lady of Bliss, visited by the Archangel Gabriel. They had
their instructions. They were to take only what was ordered.Ulla set a brisk pace. In stooped
postures, they began to thread their way through the vines as they drew closer across the eight-
hundred metre approach. The estate was bristling with security devices, dogs and guards.
Traversing through the vines presented the least chance of activating any form of security.It was
at times like this that Brodie wondered why he did this for a living. What did he get out of it?
Frequently, he came close to calling it a day, but it was Ulla, little Ulla Stuart who always
persuaded him otherwise. She didn’t have to say anything. Being with her and feeling the
adrenalin coursing through his body as they embarked on another dubious enterprise, was
enough.He never forgot his first serious mission with her. She had organised it after he’d met a
high ranking British Cabinet Minister four years ago at an Arts Foundation soirée. The minister
had lamented the loss of a very early and rare illuminated edition of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.
It had been stolen by his mistress, and for obvious reasons, he couldn’t do anything about it. He
was willing to pay handsomely to see it again. On their behalf, Ulla took him up on his offer.The
sheer thrill of breaking into the mistress’s apartment, finding the volume, and then making love in
her silk-sheeted bed before walking away and leaving it in a mess, was the biggest turn-on he’d
ever experienced. Ulla had agreed. She loved risks. The more challenging it was, the more
determined she’d become. She never ceased to amaze him. They both agreed their line of work
held more rewards than money.As he had guessed, the security lights were switched on,
pointing directly at the building’s corners. Peering harder, he watched as two guards paced in
different directions around the structure, passing each other every two minutes and forty-
seconds. Somewhere, two dogs gave intermittent barks.“Do we get danger money? Those dogs
are running loose,” Ulla whispered.“If we don’t find what we came for, we won’t get
anything.”“The dogs worry me.”“They’ll be taken care of. I’ve got four fat slabs of meat here, each
laced with curare.” He patted his rucksack. “It’s almost instant and should keep them quiet for a



couple of hours. Okay?”“I bloody hope so. Now, let’s look around and work out how we’ll deal
with the guards.”“What a god damned awful place.” Brodie pointed to the building. “It reminds me
of a German war bunker.”Ulla counted fifteen deeply recessed square windows in straight lines,
complemented by what looked like defensive observational slits at odd intervals. At one point, an
overhanging balcony projected from the wall and was surrounded with massive black iron
railings.“It looks as if it was built to withstand an attack. Nobody’s going to climb in that
way.”“Hopefully, they’re not expecting small assaults like ours. Let’s move around the
back.”Keeping low amongst the vines, out of sight from the guards, they reached the back of the
house. They found a solid smooth concrete wall with a thick iron door set into it, and a pathway
leading down to two cemented helicopter landing areas, each inscribed with a large white letter
‘H’. They were vacant.“Looks like nobody’s home,” whispered Ulla holding Brodie’s arm.“Seems
like it, but the dogs have got our scent. Ulla, don’t move!” Brodie knelt and thrust his hand into
his rucksack. He’d placed the carefully wrapped meat on top of the contents. “Don’t use this
unless you have to!” He handed her the Glock.One large barking German Shepherd, together
with a Doberman, covered the distance from the building with pounding speed, before breaking
into a circling movement and coming at them from two sides. Brodie had the meat unwrapped,
keeping his eyes fixed at Ulla. She held the Glock and pointed it at the Doberman, now only
thirty metres away. Brodie lobbed the meat as hard as he could. Two chunks landed on the
ground ten metres from them both, followed by two more in quick succession.“C’mon, you ugly
bastards, eat it,” Brodie shouted in a whisper as he grabbed a large hunting knife. The German
Shepherd’s nose went upwards. He turned in mid-air and slewed to a skidding halt. The dog saw
the meat and lunged, his huge jaws shaking and tearing at the treat in a frenzy of greed. The
food disappeared in a gulp. It turned and saw the second piece a few metres in front of him. He
lunged forward to grab at it with his mouth wide open. He didn’t make it. A vacant expression
passed through his eyes. Without a sound, the dog toppled over sideways into a clutch of vines.
It attempted to stand, but its rear legs kicked out. It fell back down and then was still, unable to
move, glassy eyed, its tongue hanging loosely from the side of its jaws.The curare worked on the
German Shepherd, but the Doberman wasn’t hungry. Its target was Ulla. She straightened the
arm holding the Glock and didn’t hesitate. The shot penetrated the dog’s throat. With a piteous
moan, it attempted another attack before dropping sideways with one last gasping breath.“It was
you or me, chum. Nothing personal,” Ulla said to the dead dog.“No time for that.” Brodie’s urgent
tone cut through the air. “The guards are coming.”They were making their way at speed across
the lawn, heading towards the area where the dogs attacked them.Brodie pushed Ulla down
amongst the vine foliage, her head resting on the dead Doberman’s back. “Give me the gun.”Ulla
placed it in his outstretched hand. “I thought this was going to be an easy exercise.”The guards
came to a halt, looking for the dogs.Brodie stood up. “You guys looking for me?”They looked
startled, but the one on the left took aim and fired his rifle. The shot missed Brodie and whined
into the vines. Brodie’s shot was more accurate. The guard dropped to the ground without a
sound, clutching at his arm. The second guard threw his rifle to the ground and put his hands in



the air.“Please. No kill. Please!”“Flat on the ground, face down, if you want to carry on living.”
Brodie waved the gun at him.Ulla stood and knew what she had to do. The frightened guard
needed no second asking. Within minutes, the two guards were bound and gagged with duct
tape. She checked the gunshot wound and saw it wasn’t serious. He wouldn’t bleed to
death.“Well done, Ulla. They’re not going to move for a very long time. Let’s check the house and
get what we came for.”Vogel and his wife were staying overnight at a reception being held at the
Vintner’s Heath Golf Club, just outside the town’s centre. There was no need for stealth now, but
they kept their hoods on. In the glare of the security lamps, Ulla produced a set of plans for the
interior of the building. She had stolen them from the municipal offices two months previously,
when she learned what their objective would be.“Now we’ve seen the place,” she said after
looking carefully at the plans, “the easiest way in, would you believe, is through the front
entrance. Everything else is barred and alarmed.”“The door won’t be a problem. I’ve got these.”
Brodie produced a small wedge of pen-sized explosive, and tapped the small crowbar in a
sheath strapped to his leg.Ulla looked up and around the door. “How long do we
need?”“Assuming nobody knows we’re here, we have as long as we like.”“We agreed to a time
limit. I want to get this over with fast and get out of this place.”“You’re right. Patrol guards are
normally required to make contact at regular intervals, either with Vogel or their HQ. If they don’t,
another batch would turn up from somewhere to see what the problem could be. How are we
doing for time?”“We’re four minutes to the good.”“That’s great. Let’s go for it.”Brodie slipped the
crowbar between the lock and the door jamb. After one hard twist of his wrist and a hefty shove,
the door lock splintered, and the heavy oak door swung open. He slid the tool back into its
sheath as Ulla pushed him into the dark interior. No need for the explosives,“We need some
light,” she said. “There’s nobody in so we can risk it. These flashlights are not going to help
much. I’ll find the control box. There has to be one somewhere in the front area.” Within thirty
seconds, she had located it, mounted on the wall behind the door. She pulled down the Perspex
view panel, activated the large red control switch, and the house blazed with light.The entrance
hall floor was covered in solid white and black marble. Works of art hung from the walls,
sculptures and bronzes stood on plinths or in recesses that pointed the way to other areas.
Bookcases and writing tables gave an air of culture, enhanced by the wide spiralling staircase
leading to the upper floors. That culture, Brodie knew, was a stolen one. A phoney. For that
reason, he had no qualms about the nature of his work.“Wow! Look at all this,” Ulla whispered as
if she thought someone might hear her.“No need to whisper, Ulla,” Brodie whispered back as he
walked past a Picasso. He stopped and pointed. “I don’t believe it!”“What is it?”Brodie pointed at
a painting. “It can’t be, but it is!” Staring down at them was a very obvious Vincent van Gogh. “It’s
the Painter on the Road to Tarasco. That was supposed to have been destroyed in the last war,
either by bombing or burnt as an example of degenerative art by the Nazis. This is
amazing.”“Well, here’s one Nazi plunderer who didn’t think it was so degenerate. We’re going to
leave it where it is. Don’t touch it, Brodie ... please. I know you’re an artist, but leave it ... please.
We know where it is now and I’m certain some museum or institution would love to acquire it. We



can contact them and make a proposition.”Brodie sighed. “What else is here?” He moved
towards a large wall-mounted bookcase groaning with leather-bound first editions. “These are
worth a mint, Ulla. Perfect for my collection at home, don’t you think?”“No, you don’t ... leave
them be. Remember, we’re ethical robbers not common thieves.” She pushed him away and
pointed upstairs. “Our information indicates the icons are mounted in the main bedroom. So, let’s
get up there, grab them, and get out of here.”They reached the top of the staircase and headed
for the main bedroom at the far end of the corridor. It had two large grey Gothic style
doors.“There it is.” She pointed.“How are we doing on time?”Ulla checked her watch. “We’re on
par. We have seven minutes to get back to the car.”As expected, the bedroom was huge; circular
with en suite facilities, walk-in cupboards and closets. It was perfect and neat, with nothing out of
place. But there wasn’t time to admire the fixtures and fittings. Brodie swung his gaze around the
walls and saw what they had come for. Positioned on each side of the bed were two icons,
resplendent in golden and red hues. With their reproachful Byzantine facial expressions, they
stared down at him.“Not my cup of tea.” Brodie gestured at the pair.“Nor mine. God knows what
our client sees in them.”“Something to do with his family. He has a connection with these icons.
That’s his business. So, let’s get them wrapped and bagged and leave this place.”Eight minutes
later, the 4x4 fired up and headed back the way it had come. The Martin Miguel airport at Salta,
the provincial capital, was a good two-and-a-half hour’s drive. A private jet was waiting for
them.CHAPTER 2Toledo, Spain1553 A.D.Because he was twelve years old, and busy with
producing drawings and paintings that were the love of his young life, Francisco’s periods of
prayer were not as frequent as he would have wished. Yet, in the last few days, he felt an
overpowering desire to put that right.For his age, he was not atypical. His build was slight, with
dark hair and curious deep brown eyes, staring out from behind his smooth olive skin. As if
giving evidence of his prodigious artistic ability, his hands and fingers were slender, elongated,
and tapering off almost to a point. He promised himself he would set aside his paints one
morning and attend mass at the Cathedral.Later that evening, his father, who rarely spoke about
prayer or church, but often of his vineyard and wine, had discussed the awfulness and sinful
nature of one of his worker’s reckless remarks concerning God. He’d overheard the man cursing
Him, shaking his fist at the sky and calling Him a bastard. For that, his papa announced, he was
going to get rid of him. At the same time, he fixed Francisco with a withering stare.“Don’t ever let
me hear you say such things, son. There are mysteries in this world that only God knows of, or
those with whom he chooses to share them with.”Francisco bent his head and cast his eyes
downward. “Yes, papa. I could never say such things.”“Promise?”“I promise, papa. I
promise.”That night, after he had gone to bed and said his prayers, Francisco thought about
what his father had said and what sort of mysteries he meant. Unable to come up with an
answer, he drifted to sleep, but not before he resolved to go to the Cathedral in the morning. That
would please his father. It would also satisfy the strange longing he was experiencing. He’d
enjoyed going to church, and it was time to feel that pleasure again.The cries of the crows woke
him early. Francisco had never got used to their noise. They were always fighting. Spring had



arrived, and daylight broke much sooner. As he prepared, what his father said the night before
remained with him. The thought of saying such an awful thing about God made him
uncomfortable.The Cathedral was an hour’s brisk walk away, and that morning his father was
unable to go with him. He was expecting wine merchants, and his mother would have to stay and
see to the cooking.“You’re old enough, and the way is straight. So yes, Francisco, I would be
pleased to see you go. And while you’re there, say a prayer for us both. Don’t dawdle back or get
in with those gypsy boys. They can only get you into trouble.”After breakfast, he waved goodbye
to his parents and left. On the way, he saw many people he knew and exchanged greetings with.
Some were his father’s customers, and some were people he knew from the market. He avoided
the gypsy boys. But this morning, he felt no desire to be with others and preferred his own
company. He strode with purpose along the track.In the distance, he could see the small city of
Toledo dominated by the imposing silhouette of the Primate Cathedral of Saint Mary. Francisco
lifted his head towards the sky to feel both wind and sun shower down their offerings upon him. It
gave him a happy glow. Soon, he was passing into the narrow, shady streets, squares, and
beneath numerous archways surrounding the great building.§Francisco sat in blissful devotion
within the coolness of the Chapterhouse, the Sala Capitular. Such was the ardour of his
immersion, he lost awareness of time. To open his eyes would be an affront to the sanctity that
now possessed him.He listened hard but heard no external sounds.He was cocooned in an
awareness of the overwhelming wonder of God’s breath entering his young mouth,
accompanied with the unique aroma of the Cathedral’s frankincense. It was heady, luscious, and
more exotic than his paints and their inimitable smells. He held the moment, letting it stretch into
a timeless realm.Of their own accord, his eyelids fluttered open and he suspended his quivering
breath.Things were as they had been one hour ago, except they now possessed a beauty he’d
never seen before ... a beauty of bewildering colours, of dazzling gold and silver, never ending
perspectives of harmony, and perfection of structure and dimension.He looked down at the
wooden stool he was sitting on and saw the large crack running the full length of the leg. He
could only smile, for he now knew that the crack, insignificant, and for some a blemish,
contained a symmetry equal to any of the great works of art to be found in Spain. Lifting his
head, he enjoyed a feeling of serenity, asleep and cocooned in his mother’s womb was the
closest image that came into his mind. Where this wonder and timelessness came from, he
couldn’t explain. It was then his eyes were drawn to the many frescos around the walls painted
by Juan de Borgoña. These were hailed as the most magnificent religious paintings of their
genre in Christendom. They were depicted in a glorious variety of reds, blues, purples, and
vibrant yellows, scenes depicting the healing miracles performed by Christ. They completed the
sacredness of the Chapterhouse.Francisco marvelled at Borgoña’s work, its vibrancy, its
realism, unique for its time. Although he had not been taught, he found he understood Borgoña’s
technique intuitively ... the positioning of his characters blending into a perspective, highlighting
the subject matter. He sensed the structure and the passion behind his interpretations. Each
work showed a healing—the blind made to see, the lame to walk, the lepers cured and the



raising of the dead. It was the huge fresco on the far wall depicting Lazarus being brought back
to life that captured his attention. Francisco was transfixed. The whole of his being responded in
a mysterious rapture as he gazed on the yellow shroud that covered Lazarus and the white-
robed figure of Christ, who with one hand raised, was addressing Lazarus’s dormant body.As he
studied the work, it seemed to move! Francisco gasped out loud and struggled for breath. The
shroud had shifted, and the form of Lazarus had become visible as he appeared to support
himself on one elbow to look into the face of Christ, whose body was surrounded by a golden
aura. Christ then lowered his hand, turned his head, and directed His gaze towards
Francisco.Francisco collapsed.How long he had lain there on the stone floor, Francisco had no
idea. He sat up. His head buzzed, and he could see he was alone. Everything was as it had
always been in the Sala Capitular. Had he just fainted? he wondered. He sensed that an
extraordinary event had occurred.His entire body tingled. The colours around him remained the
same, and the dimensions no different to his previous visits. The frescos were as magnificent as
ever. The Lazarus fresco was as it was, unchanged. Yet, he was looking at it in a different way.
There were no clues or signs to tell him what had happened.He stood with caution. A blaze of
colours played through his mind, vanishing as fast as they appeared. His whole being, physical
and mental, had a lightness that left him feeling as if he could fly. He turned, paused to think, and
decided to return home. Perhaps his parents could give him an explanation.He walked through
the city and observed along its walls the ancient and uneven brickwork formed with rough mortar
and wondered how he could capture its texture and colour with his paints. He passed old
alleyways with crumbling arches, bricks warm and weathered, and questioned why he’d never
noticed them before. Entering the market place, he was astonished to realise it was a living thing.
It was alive with colourful foods, meats, fish and vegetables from all regions; plus, clothes and
textiles being hawked by their merchants.Francisco became conscious that a door he’d not
known of had opened in his mind. Was this one of the mysteries of which his father had spoken?
Stepping outside of the city’s main portal, the gentle wind possessed warmth, although the sun’s
glare caused him to shield his eyes. He strode out of the city and once outside the walls of
Toledo, Francisco set off in a daze along the dusty brown track that zigzagged its way back to his
father’s house.CHAPTER 3The Hofburg PalaceVienna, AustriaThe present day…The
Juristenball was in full swing. An atmosphere of struggling elegance pervaded the ballroom as
dresses swirled, perfumes wafted, and men of all ages in starched shirts and evening dress
attempted to look casual.Sir Maxwell Throgmorton, former UK High Court judge, stood alone on
the balcony, smoking as he gazed around at the building’s curvature and down at the cultural
magnificence of the Heldenplatz and the statue of Prince Eugene of Savoy on horseback. The
ball was an annual event and primary for those involved in the legal profession: judges, lawyers,
students and others involved in the judiciary. He’d been formally invited.His hosts knew nothing
of his reasons for retiring early in his career.He’d left London and hadn’t been practising for three
years. His departure had been an escape from the ignominy of facing possible arrest and police
charges. He could imagine the headlines in the papers, Famous Judge Arrested. Possible



Criminal Charges. A discreet voice in his ear had said all would be forgotten if he disappeared. If
he didn’t, they could not guarantee what might happen to him.Drawing deeply on his cigarette,
he mulled over the events that led to his exodus. Too many important establishment figures had
their fingers in the pie. They’d been afraid he’d expose them, and he would have. So, to avoid
more trouble, he announced his retirement. He was fifty-three. It didn’t appear unreasonable
although judges went on for many years past that age. He had moved to Vienna, a city he had
always adored. Now, three years later, he looked fitter than ever. At a trim six feet and in good
health, he was in better condition than ten years ago. His face was pale as he avoided sunlight
as much as possible. It remained unlined and he had a full head of tangled hair. Too many
people didn’t want him back in the UK. He feared for his freedom and safety, yet the thought of
returning was never far away. So, he’d learned to be content living his life as a disaffected expat,
scouring around the rich and famous notaries of Europe.The night was warm, sticky, and a
quarter moon hung without enthusiasm in the sky, offering its faint glow across the plaza. The
filtered gaiety from behind him contrasted with the silence that stretched out for what seemed
like forever. He couldn’t deny that the sight of Austria’s top legal fraternity dancing and drinking
was a sharp contrast to his introspection as he stood gazing into the heavens. He let the ash
drop from his cigarette, reached into the inside pocket of his tuxedo, and pulled out a gold case
that he’d filled with twenty cigarettes before he’d left for the ball. There were twelve left. Smoking
was a habit he wished he could abandon but had never mastered. He lit another and found
himself reviewing his whole life and the past activities that had brought him to this moment.He’d
never escaped the notion that his privileged background, his education, Charterhouse and
Cambridge, gave him superiority---a natural assumption that he wasn’t of the herd. He’d always
known he had the ability to do whatever he wished. It was in his blood. He found the process of
study boring for its unbelievable easiness. With a first-class degree, he went into law. The
mandatory processes applied, and his rapid rise ensured that at forty-six, he became the
youngest High Court judge ever. Successful as he’d become, it lacked real challenge. It was too
simple. He would have preferred a more risqué life. However, he discovered that convention and
the route into respectability had advantages. Both his marriages gave him access to the
wealthiest strata of society. Lady Isabella McKenna was his first choice. She’d possessed
enormous wealth and it hadn’t been for her good looks that he’d married her. She was by any
degree plain… plain in the extreme. She perished in a yachting accident off the coast of Cannes.
His grieving picture made the national newspapers, as did his next wedding eighteen-months
later to Ruth Overberg. She was pretty, intelligent, and the only daughter of the international
financier and banker, Donald Overberg.Maxwell exhaled another lungful of cigarette smoke and
watched its greyness rise lazily into the cool night air before it vanished forever.His thoughts
turned to love. It was an emotion he had little experience of. Ruth got as near to that for him as
was possible. He still thought of her and was surprised to feel pangs of sadness at her absence.
The never-ending social whirl of their life together ended once she’d discovered the true reason
for his retirement. She left him. Now living in Zurich, she had, apart from the divorce, granted him



one thing. She promised him she wouldn’t reveal anything of his circumstances. He still didn’t
believe that. Ruth had never been able to keep her mouth shut.Crooks, villains, bent bankers,
financiers, politicians, judges, lawyers, solicitors, all had added spice to his life, making it
interesting, more rewarding. For the right fee, anything was possible; reduced sentence,
acquittal, procurements, insider trading, and anything else that required a legal stamp of some
sort. He had the right contacts. There was always someone who could help.A perk of the job, he
reasoned.For many years, he had managed to keep his double life hidden. That secret had
teetered on the edge of exposure. A journalist, Desmond O’Keefe from The Times, had been
tipped off about possible irregularities between government and the judiciary. Through a process
of elimination, O’Keefe’s investigations had pointed directly at him and a handful of his
associates.He paused and lit another cigarette. The memories were raw, stressful, and caused
him to tighten his lips.It had been an almost fool-proof idea.Two government ministers had
negotiated with a contractor to build three major privately-run prisons: one juvenile in Penrith,
and the other two in Anglesey and the Isle of Dogs. Without their input, the prisons would not
have been built. The ministers were on a kick-back, and the price had been over inflated. Prisons
require prisoners. The more prisoners and the longer they stayed locked up, the more money
went to the operator and contractor who, unknown to anybody apart from those involved in the
scam, were close cousins. Throgmorton considered what he had done. Using two other judges
who were important to the success of the scheme, they handed down severe maximum
sentences for every offence, no matter how minor or ludicrous. The prisons were kept full.
Between them, the three judges netted a cool £3.5 million.What the ministers required was
action to prevent O’Keefe from exposing the entire scam. They leaned on Throgmorton to use
his knowledge of the underworld. He did. O’Keefe’s body was later found drifting down the
Thames. The report that he’d entitled ‘Lags for Cash’ plus all traces of his records and research
… vanished. The ministers were pleased but decided that he, Throgmorton, was now a liability. If
he retired quietly, nobody would be any the wiser. If he didn’t ... well, he too might be found in the
watery coldness of the Thames. He considered the proposal. Why not? He’d made a small
fortune together with added excitement. It’s time for some new venture.He gave a start and
turned around with a scowl as somebody tapped on his shoulder. He recognised Dr. Marcus
Urbanek, Public Prosecutor from the Federal Ministry of Justice. He didn’t know the woman with
him. He disliked disturbances unless they were of his own making.“Sir Maxwell, I’m so sorry to
startle you but I’ve been looking for you all evening, and then I thought it was you standing here.”
Peering over his steel rimless glasses, he offered his hand.Throgmorton shook it. “Hello, Marcus.
Good to see you.” He wasn’t sure about that statement and the man’s hand remained as damp
and podgy as it had been the previous month when they had met at the opera.“Allow me to
introduce you to a close friend of mine, from Spain, the Condesa Maria Francisca de Toledo.” He
stepped back and with a flourish of his arm, ushered her forward.She was a tall, spidery looking
middle-aged woman, dressed in black with a severe countenance that oozed a confidence born
of her upbringing and the certainty of years. Her dark hair was pulled back into a tight bun, with



no attempt to disguise the obvious grey streaks that reminded him of aircraft vapour across a
dark night’s sky. Deep brown eyes hinted at a long and distinguished history. The jewellery had
an expensive aura. He couldn’t fail to notice the discreet diamond and pearl Riviere necklace
and the hefty ring on her finger, a large oval sapphire surrounded by diamonds worth God knows
how many hundreds of thousands. This had to be a lady worth knowing.She made no move
towards him and he had to make the journey to her as she emitted a thin smile and shook his
hand. She barely made contact, as if she were doing him a favour, and withdrew her fingers as
fast as she was able.“Sir Maxwell, I would like to speak to you about a certain matter, but not
here.” Her request sounded like a summons, and her voice, with its Spanish accent, had the
texture of ice about to crack.Before Throgmorton had a chance to speak, Urbanek interjected,
“The Condesa has heard that where others fail you can often succeed. She is on a spiritual
quest and ...”The Condesa waved her hand at him and stopped him from explaining further. “Let
Sir Maxwell speak.”Urbanek’s eyes betrayed his minor embarrassment.What Urbanek had said
was not the sort of statement he wished to hear bandied around. Throgmorton’s response was
cautious. “The Condesa must not believe everything she hears. Often, anything said about
anybody is exaggerated, don’t you find?”“I don’t have time to check all the details of what I hear
about people. I am far too busy.”“And what keeps you busy, My Illustrious Lady?” He saw the
momentary lift of her eyebrows at his correct address in Spanish.“I’m conducting research on
the impact of religious art on the human psyche. How it can alter our perceptions and viewpoints.
It also covers the realm of miracles. Do you believe in miracles?” Her inquiring tone had the
warmth of a glacier.“I know nothing about those sorts of things.”Urbanek, attempting to restore
some worth, explained. “But you do, Sir Maxwell.” He turned to the Condesa. “He told me he has
a portfolio of important Byzantine and Renaissance religious artefacts.” He turned back to
Throgmorton. “Isn’t that right, Sir Maxwell?”Throgmorton’s insides cringed and before he could
speak, she asked, “Are you a collector, scholar, or both?”“More of a collector, you might say. I’m
just an interested layman. I enjoy art and fine things. I find them rewarding, enjoyable. Don’t
you?”“So, it’s just for pleasure that you acquire things. That was not what I was hoping to hear,
but it will do. I will contact you very soon. You will excuse me?”“A remarkable woman,” Urbanek
observed as he watched her walk back into the ballroom.Feeling as if he’d just been dismissed
like an errant waiter, Throgmorton ignored the Public Prosecutor’s observation. He agreed she
had quality, as had many other people he knew. Not many people could treat him the way she
had with so little demonstrable effort. Their next meeting would be interesting.CHAPTER
4Florence, ItalyThe present day…Overlooking the River Arno, Ulla Stuart sat alone drinking
coffee beneath a large red umbrella at a pavement café. The area was thick with tourists, but she
had a distant view of the iconic dome of Il Duomo which helped soothe her irritation. She’d been
waiting forty minutes for Brodie.Four days previously, a small but very fine marble and ivory
statuette of The Death of Remus by Bernini had been ‘liberated’ from the premises of Count
Luigi Falcone di Milani. It had been stolen a century previously by the Count’s ancestor. She and
Brodie had secretly returned it to its rightful home at the estate of Mario Finelli. Finelli could trace



his lineage back to Giuliani Finelli. Giuliani had been a student of Bernini and had worked with
him on producing the piece. As Bernini’s patron for the work had died before it was finished,
Bernini had presented it to Finelli, in whose family it had remained for centuries until it was
stolen.The humidity and its accompanying flies didn’t help her patience. To help calm down, she
watched the sun casting a thousand reflections across the surface of the waters. It never failed
to fascinate her. Every so often, she looked around the café, across the other tables and back
down the aisle of the interior, but the place looked deserted. Brodie hadn’t appeared yet, and
true to form, he was running late.She activated her mobile to check for messages; there were
none. Her nimble thumbs and fingers began tapping out a text, “Where are you?” She paused
before sending it, as when she turned her head, she saw him talking to a waiter in the foyer. The
first thing she saw was the pony tail, and then the craggy, life-worn lines of his lived-in face as
the waiter pointed in her direction. Brodie smiled and began walking towards her. She ignored
the small wave. He was dressed in his usual fashion: T-shirt, a safari style jacket, jeans, and
desert boots.“Where’ve you been?” She tried to keep the snap out of her voice. “I’ve gone
through two large cappuccinos waiting here, looking like a tart trying to hook a client. Don’t tell
me you couldn’t find it because you’ve been here before.”He gave the suggestion of a smirk but
looked apologetic. “Ulla, sorry for being so late. I had too much to do. I asked the waiter if there
was a single woman here, possibly looking irritable, and staring into a mobile phone. He pointed
to you.”Brodie never failed to disarm her, and she gave a weak smile. He was of Scottish-Italian
descent, aged forty-three and wasn’t tall, just five feet ten inches. At thirty-three years of age,
she hadn’t let their ten-year age difference become an issue. He had many surprising talents.
The one she admired most ... his paintings and drawings. With several exhibitions and reviews to
his credit, it fitted in well with their line of work. He had often said that he’d missed his true calling
in life.She too had a Scottish connection and believed that was part of the attraction between
them. Her father, an oil worker from Aberdeen, had married her Ukrainian mother. Brodie had
told her that she had that indefinable Russian beauty about her. Her striking blond hair, green
eyes, and a figure no woman would be ashamed of, were attributes she gave little thought to.
She met Brodie ten years ago by pure chance, or so he thought. In truth, Ulla had planned
it.Brodie was on her list. She’d spotted him on several occasions in the Renaissance Room at
the Stephen Chan Library in New York. She soon got talking. He’d told her he was doing
research for a client and ran a small fine art and antiques agency. When he asked her what she
was doing, she’d replied, “Looking for where I can find something to steal.” She still remembered
his shocked expression.“You must be joking.”“Not really.” She’d offered her hand. “My name’s
Ulla.” He had qualities that attracted her.Later that night, in bed together, she recalled his
reaction when she’d asked him what he thought about making a living from something more than
just research.“Clandestine search and rescue, Brodie. Putting things back where they rightfully
belong or removing them from those who shouldn’t have them or don’t deserve them. Honest
robbery.”“What? I wouldn’t know where to start, and besides, we’d end up in jail.”“With our
knowledge, we can access areas others wouldn’t even know about.” She saw the look on his



face. “I can see you think I’m joking but wait until we get back to the UK and I’ll show you how
easy it is, believe me.”Two weeks later, they met and she stayed with him in Harrogate. Brodie
had allowed her to persuade him to embark on what she had described as an enriching evening
stroll. He looked at her delicate face; it had a fearlessness that shone with what he could only put
down to her Ukrainian blood. Her beauty was enigmatic. He knew now she was a risk taker, but
never impulsive. It hadn’t taken long to understand that every decision she made was an
exercise in studied patience leading to the desired result.Twenty-minutes later, they had strolled
casually by the outskirts of the black expanse of The Stray, close to the large houses that
bordered it. He knew what was about to happen and he wished he wasn’t there, but to walk away
would have made him look stupid. She stopped outside a large darkened house and moved into
the blackness enveloping it.“This way,” she whispered, “follow me.”He followed her, aware of his
rising excitement. There was nobody home and access was simple. Using a flashlight, she
manoeuvred around the house until in the bedroom she found a bedside table. It contained
jewellery and the beam from the torch caused the gems to sparkle.“I’m not a thief, but it won’t do
harm to let them know we’ve called.”He remembered she’d taken one single pearl earring and
left the drawer wide open. She’d come alive, overflowing with energy. Just being able to do it, the
risks involved, gave her joy like nothing else she knew.He’d been following her through windows
and doors ever since. He’d never met a woman like her. She came to life when presented with a
risky challenge. His concern was how to control her unbridled passion for the extraordinary.He
leant over and kissed her on the cheek as she took yet another sip of lukewarm coffee.“I thought
Florence might be a break from the last six months of hectic Milan and Rome,” he said, “but
looking around here, I don’t think that’s quite correct.” He indicated the endless procession of
cars and scooters passing by. “What’re you reading there?” He pointed to a small clip of papers
she’d pulled from a large plastic UPS envelope. It was addressed to them both; to their hotel,
care of their small but successful company which they had named – not without a certain irony –
‘Gordian Knots.’The company’s purpose was primarily art research, which allowed them to
produce low budget TV documentaries, investigating and seeking out the lost, the stolen, and
the unbelievable. Moving up from small freelance assignments, they’d pooled their expertise and
established a first-class reputation in finding long-lost paintings, gold, porcelain, jewellery and
other items. The potential was endless. It also gave them privileged access to their true and
secret passion, clandestine theft on behalf of genuine clients ... mainly.“Our next project
perhaps?”“What is it then?”“It arrived by courier when you were out this morning. How we were
found, God knows.”“Well, who’s it from?” He tried to see, but she wouldn’t let him.CHAPTER
5Toledo, Spain1555 A.D.Francisco lay awake, but his eyes were closed. He thought back to the
event in the Cathedral two years ago. He’d told nobody apart from his father, Diego. To do
otherwise seemed unworthy.His father was a short, dark, strong man who always said what was
on his mind. At forty-two years of age, he was not known for expressing emotion. Yet, when
Francisco told him, at first faltering, and then a second time at his father’s demand, he
remembered his startled expression. He had said little but looked grave. From the narrowing of



his eyes, Francisco thought his father looked like he knew something ... something he couldn’t
reveal. His father swore him to secrecy, told him to keep the event to himself because others
wouldn’t understand. Francisco kept that secret. He’d revisited the Cathedral many times
attempting to recapture the vision … but it eluded him. It would not return. His memory of it had
begun to fade as his father said it would.He’d continued to paint, attempting to capture and
portray the essence of his vision through art. He never could. His other works were admired by
those who saw them, who said they were dazzling and that he had a natural gift. For one so
young, he was considered a marvel. His portraits and market scenes were only surpassed by his
depictions of the healing miracles of Christ. Despite what he heard from admirers, he knew he
needed to learn more about technique and the subtleties of paint, tone and texture. He had little
satisfaction in his accomplishments.That afternoon, Diego was preparing his schedule for the
next day’s work. His vineyards produced fine wines and they had helped him prosper. His wines
were sought after, and visitors were frequent. Macaria, his wife, was kept busy preparing small
meals and drinks to keep potential buyers happy. She was six years younger than Diego, and the
daughter of a prosperous wool merchant from Toledo.Francisco sat outside and thought about
his life. It was comfortable, and his father continued to send him to Toledo to be schooled in
Latin, mathematics and languages. He wanted Francisco to go to University, become a lawyer,
and make a success of his life. Francisco’s passion, though, was his art. He found the scholarly
processes of formal study restrictive, stiff, and joyless. Pencils, charcoal, paints and brushes
gave him freedom … an almost guilty pleasure. The last thing he wanted was the stifling life of a
lawyer.He began sketching several versions of a gnarled pair of hands reaching out towards a
bunch of grapes, complete with vine leaves. His father stood close by. Talking to him with serious
gestures stood a tall, charismatic looking man in a black wrap-around cloak. He wore a large,
black gathered velvet hat, braided with gold thread across a small peak beneath which shone
dark kind eyes. Every so often, the conversation would stop, and they would look across at
Francisco. Sometime later they walked over to him.“Francisco, this is Señor Salvador Méndez.”
His father gestured for him to stand.Francisco stood and extended his hand. “I’m pleased to
meet you, Señor.” He grimaced at the strength of the man’s handshake.“The feeling is mutual,
Francisco. I’ve heard much of you.” He looked at his drawing. Méndez’s smile revealed crooked
teeth with a prominent chip in the front.Francisco noticed a large gold ring set on his finger, with
a bright, black emerald cut into an eight-pointed cross. “Your work is exceptional.” Without
another word, he turned, placed a friendly arm around his father’s shoulders and walked off with
him.Two hours later, the sunlight had clouded over. Francisco had had enough and as ever, was
dissatisfied with his efforts. He packed up his materials and went inside. Macaria and Diego,
both wearing serious expressions, were sitting side by side behind the large oak dining table.
Señor Méndez had gone. His father pointed to the vacant chair opposite them.“Francisco, we
need to speak to you.”As he sat, his mother reached for his hand and squeezed it gently.“What is
it?” He couldn’t prevent the concern in his voice. He rubbed a knuckle across the side of his
mouth.His father placed his hand on top of his; an unusual gesture. Francisco experienced a



flush of embarrassment.He began to explain. “God has whispered to you, Francisco. He gave
you a vision and a rare and wonderful gift, which would be wasted as a lawyer. Your mother and I
are agreed. In life, we get few opportunities and you now have one that we hope you will
appreciate. Señor Salvador Méndez, whom you met earlier, is a highly regarded art master, and
has received numerous commissions from the Pope himself and from our King. I showed him
more of your work. He was impressed and has agreed to take you in, to study and develop your
talent as an apprentice at his studio in Valencia.”§A week later, his mother handed him one last
bag to place in the cart as his father secured various small chests and a larger trunk for the
journey. Francisco could feel tears in his eyes as he gave her a final embrace, before she turned
with a cry and ran back into the house.His father held up his hand. “Don’t cry. It won’t be long
before we see you again. Trust and take note of what Señor Méndez tells you. There’s more to
him than being an artist. He has God’s blessing, as have you.” He handed Francisco a small
package. “Take this, it is now yours, and God speed.”The wagoner flicked his whip and the cart
moved off in a swirl of reddish dust. Once out of sight of the figure of his waving father, Francisco
allowed himself to sob. When he had exhausted his sadness, he looked up at the wispy
stretches of clouds. In the distance, reaching out to touch them, the towering facade of Toledo’s
Cathedral. He picked up his father’s package and unwrapped it. What he saw caused him to
gasp. There was a note in his father’s handwriting, which simply said, Méndez knows of Lazarus.
With it was a small gold ring inset with a white stone on which lay a black emerald cut into the
shape of an eight-pointed cross.CHAPTER 6Heiligenblut, AustriaThe present day…Putting
down his magazine, the guard pushed his beer out of sight under the shelving. The sound of an
approaching car on the twisting road leading up to the Condesa’s Austrian home, alerted him to
check his visitor file. There was only one name on it.Sir Maxwell Throgmorton.From his cabin, he
watched the sleek blue Bentley roll to a halt and stop outside the massive ornate iron gates. He
stepped outside to check as a tinted window lowered. A face with a head of thick silvery hair
appeared.“Sir Maxwell Throgmorton to see the Condesa Maria Francisca de Toledo.”The guard
nodded. “I will need ID please, sir.”Throgmorton raised his eyes upwards. “Did she not let you
know?”“She did, but whoever it is sir, I am required to check before I log you in and open the
gates.”“It’s not a problem. Driving licence okay?”The guard took the licence and scanned it on
his system. He handed it back. “That’s fine. You’ll find the visitors’ car park in front of the chalet.
I’ll alert her that you’ve arrived. She’ll be on the steps to meet you. If not, please wait in your car
until she arrives.”Throgmorton wound up the window, not enjoying the smell of alcohol on the
guard’s breath. Driving slowly in, he checked for hidden security cameras. He could see none.
The four and a half hours drive from Vienna had been more relaxing than he dared hope. There
should be some reward for his perseverance.Her phone call had been more of a summons than
a social invitation. He couldn’t refuse. There was something about her that intrigued him. He
hadn’t forgotten the way she’d dismissed him at the ball.The car park had the only visible
camera, which was mounted on a steel support above the circular layout. It was positioned in
front of the decorative three storey chalet, a luxurious eighteenth-century wooden structure with



an ornate scalloped fascia ablaze with Austrian and Spanish flags. He eyed it over. Hardly
modest and I expect it’s not her only cottage.§10 mg of morphine sulphate slid down the syringe,
through the needle, and into her outstretched arm, as she watched his arrival on the CCTV
screen. She leaned her head back and released a low sigh, then took a deep breath and stood.
The pain was constant and the only thing that masked it was morphine. It didn’t take long to
begin its work.Sir Maxwell Throgmorton could be her only hope.§He saw her on the top step,
dressed in black from head to toe; statuesque, severely elegant, and her dark hair in the same
tight bun he remembered her wearing before. He could only wonder what she wanted to see him
for. She ignored his outstretched hand but with a small sweep of her arm, ushered him into the
main part of the spacious chalet, whose expansive windows offered a spectacular view of the
Grossglockner Mountains. Around the walls were packed countless volumes of books on the
afterlife, near death experiences, miracles, psychology, ancient and modern medicines, the
power of the mind, holy relics and religions.“Sir Maxwell, you are welcome and thank you for
coming at such short notice. I trust you had a pleasant journey. This part of the world can be
quite spectacular.” Her voice hadn’t lost the iciness of their previous encounter.He stared into her
impassive brown eyes and detected a moment’s uncertainty. “Yes, it was better than I imagined.
Thank you for inviting me. Please call me Max. What shall I call you?”“You may call me
Maria.”“Maria.” He pronounced it as if he were chewing a sweet. He lifted his head slightly. “Do I
detect the aroma of tea brewing?”“You do indeed. It has been an old family custom to greet
guests with tea rather than alcohol. I trust you approve?” She indicated a chair near a small log
fire where a silver art nouveau tea service was placed on a matching tray. “Please sit. How would
you prefer your tea?”“Black would be fine.”“Likewise.”She sat down, and he noticed the slight
wince as she leant forward to pour from the teapot.“Maria, I’m not one for small talk. It seems
improbable that after meeting me for a few minutes over a week ago, you just want the pleasure
of my company.”“Max,” she hesitated as if the familiarity of using the first name of a virtual
stranger was an anathema to her. “I did say at the time that I wanted to discuss something with
you. You’ve obviously forgotten.” Her mouth had tightened as if she had tasted something
unpleasant.He sipped his tea and paused. “Not entirely. I just wanted to make it easier for you. I
didn’t drive over four-hundred kilometres just to sip your excellent tea. I think you’d better tell
me.”“Of course.”Throgmorton sensed she’d be economical about the real reason, but he’d have
to go along with it, especially as there had to be money involved. She looked up at him with an
odd expression, and again, he saw her suppressed flinch.“I’ve been researching into the effect
of religion and its art on the mind and body, especially where miracles or healing appears to
have occurred. I have studied this subject for many years and I’m now finishing my fifth book on
the subject, The Healing Power of Sacred Art. As part of my study, I’ve travelled around the world
and seen many inexplicable occurrences. I’ve seen stigmata appear by gazing on the supposed
true cross, people unable to walk begin walking after manifesting hysteria in front of images of
Christ. On that level, there isn’t much I haven’t seen over the years, including weeping and
bleeding Madonnas whose excretions could supposedly heal any known illness or condition.



Much of it has been fraudulent, but on the odd occasions, no explanation can be
offered.”Throgmorton remained impassive and wished she’d get to the point. It was like a junior
barrister doing a long-winded summing up. He poured himself another cup of tea. “Max, I can
trace my ancestry farther back than the thirteenth century. My family came from an aristocratic
and wealthy lineage. This is my third home.” She waved her arm expansively. “I have one in
Toledo, this one, and another in Zurich.”She fixed him with a blank stare. It was then he saw the
yellowness of her skin that even expertly applied makeup failed to hide.“I am a close friend of
your ex-wife, Lady Ruth. As you know, she lives in Zurich. You needn’t know how and when we
met, but with what she told me, plus Herr Urbanek’s input, who incidentally has represented me
on occasions, I arrived at the conclusion that you might be of assistance. I hope I’m not going to
be disappointed.”“You know Ruth. That’s very strange, but now I know our meeting was more
deliberate than I realised. As far as your anticipated disappointment is concerned, there’s no way
of knowing unless you tell me what it is you have in mind.” He shifted uncomfortably. What does
she know? There was no way he was going to allow himself to ask questions about Ruth or
show any sign of surprise. Just what has Ruth been saying? He attempted to look unperturbed
as he drummed his fingers on the tabletop. At the same time, he noticed her sharp intake of
breath, her eyes closing for a moment before a look of calm relaxation crossed her face. She’s in
pain.“Your reputation, Max, no matter how much you’ve attempted to disguise it, is well known in
certain quarters. You’re regarded as a person who has fallen from grace, but has the ability to
influence, find things that shouldn’t be found, and lose things if necessary. Am I making myself
clear?”“Crystal.” He couldn’t suppress his tight smile. Flattery, even if convoluted, was music to
his ears. The way the Condesa was handling this, suggested that her discretion would be
paramount.“I need something found… a painting. It should rightfully be mine and belongs also to
Toledo. All I can tell you is the artist’s name. Francisco Cortez. The work was painted in the latter
part of the sixteenth century. I need it for my research, you understand?”Her momentary eye
contact told him that she may be good at being a Condesa, but like many felons who’d stood
before him in the dock, she wasn’t good at lying.“All relevant information is contained in this file.”
She reached down beside her chair and produced a dark blue leather-bound binder. “To explain
it all would take too long and I’m feeling very tired right now. Please take this with you to
study.”He took the portfolio from her. It looked and felt expensive, secured with a decorative solid
silver clasp. “What next?”“An intriguing question, Sir Maxwell. I’m hoping you can get the wheels
turning on this. Your skills in sifting through evidence and discovering truths are, I’ve been told, of
legal legend. I’m giving you the opportunity to resurrect those skills. You know people who could
help, perhaps people you shouldn’t know. To be frank, I don’t care about who you mix with. I want
that painting and I don’t want to have to wait too long. Before you ask, because I find it distasteful
to discuss, you will find in the dossier details of money, fees, expenses and commissions. You’ll
find there’s more than enough allocated to support a third party, should you require it. In your
own time, read what is there and then contact me directly. Now, forgive me, I must ask you to
leave. I am far too tired. If you wish to stay, there are good hotels in town or perhaps you want to



drive back.” She stood and indicated the main door where he had first entered.Throgmorton
again experienced the sensation of dismissal, like dirt being wiped off her shoes. His angry look,
the vein twitching on the side of his head, if she noticed at all, was ignored. Within minutes, he
found himself alone on the outside steps and walking back to the car park. He decided to leave
the area and find himself a place to eat or stay on the way back to Vienna. In his own good time,
he would study her file. Her arrogance had irked. Right now, his overriding wish was that
somehow, he could engineer her come-uppance.§She watched him drive away, deciding that
former High Court judge or not, he was still a slithery reptile. She balanced that observation by
telling herself that reptiles were excellent at getting under closed doors. Her pain had
diminished, leaving her with a yawning tiredness characteristic of her morphine use. Diagnosed
with Stage 11A pancreatic cancer, barring a miracle, doctors gave her a twenty per cent chance
of survival over the next five years. Having thought that she was impervious to infections and
illness, the prognosis had given her a profound shock.Since that date, her research assumed a
more serious aspect. What had been a harmless, light hearted investigation into charlatans,
fraudsters and missing relics, had now turned into a quest to find a genuine symbol, artefact, or
whatever could possibly hold the power to cure her of the all-consuming cancer. She’d tried
many prayers, reliquaries, relics like the Virgin’s Veil, sacred sites including Lourdes … all
without success.Recently, while trawling through the 15, 000 records of the Institución
Columbina in the Cathedral of Seville, she had come across a reference to the artist Francisco
Cortez. It was simple. It stated that he came from Toledo, and that he was an apprentice of
Salvador Méndez, and his works were highly regarded. Only three were known to exist. Two
could be found at the El Prado museum in Madrid, and the other at the Cathedral-Basilica of the
Assumption of Our Lady of Valencia, otherwise known as the Cathedral of the Holy Chalice. It
was stated that the true Chalice of Christ displayed there was the one used at the Last
Supper.There were rumours of other paintings, but one had been regarded as his most
influential. It was said to have been painted after he had a profound religious experience in the
Toledo Cathedral. It was believed to have miraculous healing properties. Those who touched it
or gazed upon it in sincere repentance, would be cured. It had never been found, nor was the
title ever known. The records indicated that Cortez and his painting had vanished in mysterious
circumstances and were never seen again.
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Clabe, “Top flight conspiracy...deep theological mystery!. When Jesus of Nazareth raised
Lazarus from the dead, there was an artist in the crowd who would record the event for posterity.
As the years passed, the artist’s painting was lost; ravaged in a natural disaster. A second
painter picked up his brushes and again recorded the event as his inspired thoughts and feeling
dictated. Again, well after his lifetime, his work was also lost. And so the succession of painters
continued through the generations.Ulla and Brodie are art thieves with a difference. They steal to
right wrongs. When they seek a painting by Toledo artist Francisco Cortez rumored to have
healing powers, they never imagined the conflicts they would encounter or the hand that God’s
will had dealt them.Ulla and Brodie are characters with a complex relationship and a definite
Robin Hood complex. While they are somewhat exaggerated, they are likable and worthy of the
reader’s empathy. The Condesa, a terminally ill matron, seeking Cortez’s painting for its healing
power, is a victim. While one’s sympathy for her may waiver, I found myself hoping the painting
would be found before she died of her illness. Maxwell Throgmorton is a thoroughly disgusting
arch-villain bent on theft at any cost.The Lazarus Succession is a fast paced thriller of epic
proportions. More than cops and robbers, it entwines a tale of Divine will among the sordid
motivations of men. It is sure to satisfy the most devoted crime action thriller reader.”

Elaina J Davidson, “A Riveting Tale!. Having read a fair few of Ken Fry’s stories, I was looking
forward to this one quite a bit. And I certainly wasn’t disappointed!There is something primal in
the chase between hunter and prey, especially when sometimes prey becomes the hunter. This
is exactly that – a chase of note, and hunter and prey swap roles and back, until you’re reading
with bated breath and wondering what’s going to happen next.Add into that a holy painting with
a mysterious history even those of no faith wish to lay their hands on, and you’re all set to enter a
riveting tale.Loved it! Recommend all readers of thriller and mystery stories take note, and go
and get yourselves a copy. Now!”

Laroo, “Pretty Good. This is a pretty good book. However, it has the same problem as most self-
edited books. Lots of typos, mispellings, etc. Sections that need more elaboration, sections that
need less.  Still,  it's definitely worth a read.”

vicki gallaher, “excellent read. Excellent read, full of surprises and very believable. Thoroughly
enjoyed this book and will recommend it to everyone I know”

W. Stuart, “Art, religion, and thrills!. I love a good thriller with religious conspiracy connections.
Ken Fry’s novel The Lazarus Succession fits the bill perfectly! Read on to discover my
thoughts.Synopsis (from the author): The Lazarus Succession takes readers to the ancient
scene of Christ's greatest miracle, to medieval Spain, and back to modern-day Europe. In typical
Ken Fry style, nothing is as it seems and a surprise awaits at every turn of the page.According to



legend, Annas Zevi, an artist who witnessed the raising of Lazarus, was told by Christ to paint
what he saw. Over the centuries, his completed works has vanished, along with every other
painting depicting Lazarus' resurrection. They were rumoured to be sacred icons with
miraculous powers.International Art Recovery Experts, Broderick Ladro and Ulla Stuart, are
hired by a disgraced High Court judge, Sir Maxwell Throgmorton, to locate a long lost medieval
painting by Spanish artist Francisco Cortez. Like Zevi, his work is said to be divinely
inspired.Throgmorton's client, a wealthy Spanish Condesa, is terminally ill and the icon is her
last hope. She will pay and do whatever it takes to find the missing work of Cortez.Unbeknown to
the Condesa, Throgmorton seeks to make a vast personal fortune from the discovery of the
paintings, and use it to reclaim his place in society.Ladro and Stuart learns of Throgmorton's
deceit and attempts to thwart his plans. As they delve deeper into the mystery of the missing
Cortez painting, they discover a secret that changes their lives forever.Just as it changed the
lives of everyone it touched across the centuries.What I liked: This story drew me in
immediately! The story started with a bang and kept up a great pace throughout. Brody and Ulla
were great, Throgmorton was an excellent though odious player, and the Condesa was the
perfect sympathetic character. Full of religious symbolism, action, and a mystical end, The
Lazarus Succession was a fantastic read!What I didn’t like: My only complaint was
Throgmorton’s end. A little more mysticism would have played better to me given the way the
story ended. I would say more, but then I’d have a spoiler and I don’t do that!Overall impression:
The Lazarus Succession was everything I wanted in a religious-themed thriller. Great characters,
plenty of action, mystical happenings, and great pace made it a most enjoyable read! Well done
Ken Fry!!My rating: 5 Stars”

Angela Naff, “I was intrigued by the content and the high marks this author so gave it a shot -
and was not disappointed. He leaped between ti. First let me say I am a romance writer/reader
and thus found this not to be my normal genre. I was intrigued by the content and the high marks
this author so gave it a shot - and was not disappointed. He leaped between time periods
weaving a very well researched and developed tale of intrigue and mystery. A cast of supremely
well-written characters and a story line that kept you guess and moving through this literary work
wondering what would happen on the next page. Great job - and for the thriller, mystery or
intrigue reader this is a must read (even if that isn't your normal genre like me - give this book a
shot)!”

Stuart Kenyon, “A story to die for. As soon as I read the blurb, I suspected that I'd love this book.
Thankfully, I wasn't disappointed.The genre of religious thriller was propelled into the public
consciousness by Dan Brown, and anyone following in his footsteps has big boots to fill. In many
ways, Fry's book is superior to those featuring Robert Langdon. It is faster, sexier and more
grown-up, for a start. The plot is intricate, the pace masterful, and despite a busy schedule, I was
compelled to make time for The Lazarus Succession.Comparisons with mega-sellers aside, this



is a superb piece of work. Our two protagonists, Brodie Ladro and Ulla Stewart are ne'er-do-
wells, using their talents and knowledge to steal a living. I prefer an anti-hero to a clean-cut saint,
so this was no problem for me. And for those with more exacting standards, the mission
undertaken by the partners-in-crime eventually becomes a charitable one. The villain of the
piece, the delightfully Machiavellian Throgmorten, is a classic bad guy, and by the end of the
book, I was desperate for him to come unstuck.The final twist is inspired, too; I won't spoil
anyone's enjoyment, but the supernatural elements, and their effect on the characters, are pure
genius. Even an old cynic like me was entranced. The addition of a little historical flavour, in the
shape of frequent glances into a beautifully depicted medieval Spain, gives the novel context,
and a timeless magic I found addictive.This is polished fiction of the highest calibre, and I'm
more than happy to award 5 stars.”

Fengirl, “Finishing this was like saying goodbye to old friends. We all know the formula - there are
good guys and there are bad guys. The bad guys give the good guys a hard time but in the end
the good guys win and the bad guys get their come uppance. BUT, Ken Fry adds his special
touch and 15 minutes into the book all plans for your own life are put on the back burner as you
follow the fortunes of Brodie and Ulla. This gripping book makes the supernatural believable and
is written so well that it is like watching a film with the clear pictures created in your mind (without
unnecessary descriptive padding). There is some bad language, particularly at the end but even
I have to admit that it is in context and perhaps 'oh dear, how very unfortunate' wouldn't really
have done :-)Like many others, I have started to download more of Mr Fry's books”

Mr. Victor Botterill, “Liked it, but..... The story started well and held my interest. Unfortunately it
then went on and on and I started to lose interest. The plot was okay, but drawn out and by the
end I really did not care what had happened to the characters. I like the idea, but it could have
been shorter and crisper. Shame really because I like the book, but lost interest two thirds
through.”

Corsair, “Excellent!. What a great read! Gripping story, unusual plot full of unexpected twists,
likeable characters (well, most of them) and, above all, superbly written. It would make a
fantastic movie. If you're into religious/historical thrillers, look no further.”

The book by Ken Fry has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 173 people have provided feedback.
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